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Fractional calculation is a developing science. It plays a more and more
important role in various fields of science, especially in engineering, physics,
finance, and hydrology. The most significant advantage of the fractional or-
der models in comparison with integer-order models is based on important
fundamental physical considerations. However, because of the absence of ap-
propriate mathematical methods, numerical methods and theoretical analysis
of fractional calculation are very difficult tasks. At present, though a growing
number of works by many authors from various fields of science and engineer-
ing deal with dynamical systems described by fractional order equations, very
few papers describe the numerical methods for fractional differential equations,
especially for fracitonal partial differential equations.
In this paper, we consider both the fractional ordinary differential equa-
tion and the fractional partial differential equations. In the first chapter, some
related knowledge about fractional derivatives are presented. In the second
chapter, the fractional-order Bagley-Torvik equation is considered. The exis-
tence and uniqueness of solution for the fractional-order Bagley-Torvik equa-
tion is given. The analytical solution of the fractional-order Bagley-Torvik
equation is derived by the corresponding Green’s function. Using the relation-
ship between the Riemann-Liouville definition and the Grünwald-Letnikov defi-
nition, a computationally effective method is proposed for the fractional-order
Bagley-Torvik Equation. In the third chapter, the time fractional diffusion
equation is considered. The fundamental solution of the eqution is interpreted
as a probability density of a self-similar non-Markovian stochastic process re-
















equaiton, two effective explicit finite-difference schemes are given. The detail
analysis of the stability and convergence of are derived. In the fourth chapter,
the space fractional diffusion equation with insulated ends is considered. An
effective analysis skill and an explicit finite difference approximation for this
equation are proposed. A detailed analysis of the stability and convergence of
the explicit numerical method is discussed. Numerical examples are presented
in every chapter, which verify the efficiency of the above numerical methods.
The techniques can also be applied to deal with fracitonal order synamical
systems and controllers.
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, 0 ≤ m− 1 < β < m,
dm
dtm
f(t), β = m ∈ N.
(1.1)
#$






















, 0 ≤ m− 1 < β < m,
dm
dtm
f(t), β = m ∈ N.
(1.2)
#*$
3 %'& Grünwald-Letnikov ÏÐ / +( [1] %-,Ï 
fk(t),(k = 1, 2, · · · , n)
.¿




















































































































, 0 < β < 1. (1.6)
34
2 % ¡7 {  f(t) .¿ [a, T ] / .¿ (n − 1) 8 01 ÄuØ
f (n)(t)

































t y(t) + Cy(t) = f(t) (2.1)
VWXYZ[
y(0) = 0 , y′(0) = 0. (2.2)\]
A,B,C ^_`abcd Re f(t) ^fgch Re 1 < α < 2. 0Dαt ^ QRSiRj
\k
Bagley-Torvik TU (α = 3
2
) ^ Bagley V Torvik lmn	opcqrstu j l \v] e-wxyz{QRS Bagley-Torvik TU 1 < α < 2 |-c
q~} e~ tu~ c R X T~| \k TU j \ R X Ta~









f(t) ∈ L1(0, T ), ¢£TU
y′′(t) = f(t)
¤ c| y(t) ∈ L1(0, T ), ¥¦ WXYZ
y(0) = 0, y′(0) = 0.
l§ ¨ e©ªz{«  QRS c Bagley-Torvik TUc¬­®TU [
Ay′′(t) +B0D
α










































φ(t) = f(t) − B0D
α




























t φ(t) = f(t).Ù À



























(t− τ)φ(τ)dτ = f(t).
Û «ÐÕÖ


































0 ≤ t < T , 0 ≤ τ < T , 1 < α < 2
s e
K∗(t, τ) ^éêc e-
µ = min {2, 2 − α}. ëì e 0 < µ ≤ 1. Ô [8] Ðíe-î  äåæ à h R (2.5)ïðñò
f(t) ∈ L1(0, T ) cTU Î 2.3 Ï e Î 2.4 Ï ¤ | φ(t) ∈ L1(0, T ).Ù ßÔ
1
eÐ«ÕÖ ÌÍÎ




ü ô d ½ R cý ò Q~R~S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«  u QRS Bagley-
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, (k = 0, 1, 2, · · ·).
Û « Î
2.6 Ï÷èc ð	 Ð«	 À ^	Þ G3(t) ∗ f(t) c	
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G3(t− τ) ∗ f(τ)dτ. (2.8)
\			 	!'Î
2.8 Ï÷^ QRS Bagley-Torvik TUc|  | j
§2.3
@AB
Bagley-Torvik CDE FAL CIM
w~x#"  Ö~Q~R~S
Bagley-Torvik T~U~c~|  | Ô þ~ÿ~h R	$	%~e'& \
þ~ÿ~h R Ú $	% À	(	) c	*	+	,c	-	. Rj0/ ^ e Ç ^1 Q	2 +	1 Q	3 s e \ (#) c#-#. R ^	4	5	6 R X	7  u j Ù ß e98  R X T| QRS c Q
T~U~^#: Q 		; c e0/ ^^4	5	6c	<	= j l \¨ e wxy tuú |Q~R~S~~Q TUc 	> c R X T j wx NO QRS Bagley-Torvik T~U
(2.3), (2.4).
 c R X T-	| QR	S	Q T	U@?A t u [1,15]. wxy ü ô \	B	C ö| QRS Bagley-Torvik TU j
Riemann-Liouville ù ; V Grünwald-Letnikov ù ;	DFE c	G ½'Î ¿q}
2 Ï eH~Q~R~S~iR c	I	J^¬d	K ª c	L \	M Õ lù ; ÌÍs ü ô Riemann-




Grünwald-Letnikov ù ; (1.3) (GL1)
Podlubny[1]
t u úR> T~~ö~ Q~R~S Bagley-Torvik TU (2.3) e (2.4)
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